
 

 
Background:  
Tapper Interiors are industrial and commercial 
interior fit-out specialists offering complete 
solutions from design to handover. To reflect their 
dynamic and forward-thinking brand, Tapper 
Interiors wanted a complete fit out of their new and 
larger premises to showcase their expertise in the 
interior fit-out market. As part of this fit out  
Komfort’s partitioning and doors were used 
throughout. 

 
The Brief in Brief:  
As part of the office refresh, Tapper Interiors 
wanted to achieve a contemporary style office 
working environment which achieves impressive 
acoustic performance. Following recent industrial 
style interiors, the brief included exposed 
brickwork, wooden wall panels, black pendant 
lighting and more. 

 
 
Komfort’s Solution:  
To meet the brief, our Project Specification team met with Tapper Interiors to understand the 
design and performance requirements they required from their new premises. It was agreed that 
Komfort’s Polar Single Glazed partitioning and double glazed Sonik Doors with the Kross Glaze 
visual would deliver on the aesthetics, but also the performance. These systems were installed on 
the front reception and meeting rooms. 
 
Our Polar Single Glazed system was selected for its proven and reliable performance credentials 
and ease of installation. In conjunction with this, our double glazed Sonik Doors were installed to 
enhance acoustic performance levels of up to 38dB (Rw). 
 
Crittall style glazing has dominated the commercial and residential market trends over recent 
months with its contemporary Art Deco feel. To meet the client’s design brief of an industrial style 
environment, our Kross Glaze visual was applied to both the inside and outside of the Polar Single 
Glazed partitioning and the Sonik Doors. 
 
The End Result:  
The project was completed to a high specification, meeting performance requirements and design 

ambitions. This working environment now provides an inspiring space for the occupants and 

encourages collaboration and productivity levels. 

 

It was a pleasure to work with Tapper Interiors and we look forward to working on future projects 

together. 
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